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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The study of entire functions representable by a Fourier integral having 
only real zeros has for a long time been known to be important in that it has 
an intimate connection with the Riemann hypothesis. Pioneering research 
which exhibits and exploits this connection has been done by Polya [ 1 l-15; 
17, pp. 267-273; 211. The topic was subsequently taken up by Bruijn [3] 
and recently by Newman [9], the latter of whom was motivated by work in 
statistical mechanics and quantum field theory. 
The author takes some classes of entire functions representable by a 
Fourier integral and having only real zeros as determined by these researches 
and examines the behavior of the zeros of iterates of certain infinite order 
differential operators on these functions. 
DEFINITION 1. Let f be a function analytic on a domain D and L a 
differential operator. We say that a point z0 lies in the final set 
S = S(L,f, D) off with respect to L when every neighborhood of z,, contains 
zeros of infinitely many of the iterates L”f, n = 0, 1,2,..., Lo = I. 
When L = d/dz, this definition is due to Polya. The problem of deter- 
mining final sets for derivatives of analytic functions is an old one, as is 
evident by the classic work of Polya [lo] (see also [16]). Besides the 
fundamental contribution by Edrei [4], this problem has lately gained 
considerable renewed interest, as is indicated by [2, 5, 17-201. 
In the present paper the author extends the results of [2] by determining 
the final set for operators L = q(D), D = d/dz, where o(z) is an entire 
function of the form 
P(Z) = AZ exp(--az2) 11 (1 - ~'/ni>, 
” 
(1) 
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where A is constant, a > 0, the A,, are real and satisfy C, (A,)-’ < co. In (l), 
we require that a > 0 if the product JJ, (1 - 2*/A:) appears. That is, if 
CI = 0, we take p(z) = AZ. Without loss of generality, we take A = 1. 
The functions p(z) given in (1) make up a subclass of the well-known 
class of Laguerre-Polya functions, which are characterized as uniform limits 
on compact subsets of polynomials all of whose zeros are real. 
These operators L = p(D), rp given in (l), are applied to classes of entire 
functions f which are (as will be discussed later) real on the real axis, of 
order p E (1, 2) and representable by a Fourier integral having only real 
zeros. The author proves a theorem which is now stated. 
THEOREM 1. Let (D have the form (1) and&(z) (j = I,..., 5) be defined us 
(a constant multiple of) a trigonometric integral given in (2) - (6). Then the 
final set for L = q(D), D = d/d z, with respect to fj(z) is the real axb 
f,(z) = j*; eifZ exp(-t2q) dt, (2) 
-a, 
where q is an integer > 1 and when a > 0, a and the zeros A, occurring in (1) 
satisfy a > 2(C,(A,)-‘)/(2q - 3). 
f,(z) = Jrn eifz exp(-a4P + bt’” + ct2) dt, (3) 
-02 
where a > 0, b is real, c > 0, n is a positive integer, and when a > 0, a and 
the zeros A, occurring in (1) satisfy a > 2, (A,)-*/(4p - 1). 
f3(z) = ja 
-a, 
ei” exp (-eat2 1) (1 + t’ja:)) dt, 
where a > 0, the ak are real and Ck (uJ ’ < co. When q(z) = z in (1 ), we 
assume that the constant a satisfies a > [Ck (a,)-2/2]“2. 
f,(z) = jm ei” exp (-at’ - (/3 + b + y (aJ2) I’) 1) (1 + t2/n:), (5) 
-a2 
wherea,>O,~,(a,)-2<co,eithera>Oandbisrealora=OandO<b+ 
rk (a,Jm2 < CO. Moreover, when a > 0, we assume a and the zeros A, 
occurring in (1) satisfy a > 2, (AJ2/2., 
f,(z) = j”, e ifz exp(-1 cash(t)) dt, (6) 
where A > 0. Here we are taking p(z) = z in (1). 
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In (2)-(5) of Theorem 1, as the computations are slightly different 
depending on which form q(z) has in (l), the author first proves the result 
for o(z) = z exp(-az*) IJ, (1 - z*/lz) and then for o(z) = z, giving that 
portion of the argument which is different. 
In Theorem 1, the fact that the function h(z) are entire, real on the real 
axis, of order p E (1, 2), is a consequence of the following theorem of Polya 
[ 141: 
THEOREM A. Let F(t) be a real or complex valued function, integrable 
over (---co, 00) satisfying F(-t) = F(t) (the complex conjugate), and F(t) = 
O(exp(- / t I*)), for b > 2 as 1 t I+ co. Then the trigonometric integral 
f (2) =cm eifz exp(-F(t)) dt (7) 
-cc 
represents an entire function that is real on the axis of order ~2. 
This theorem, together with the fact that the transforms in (2)-(6) are not 
of compact support, prevents them from being of order 1 [ 1, Section 6.91. 
The function f, in (2) is treated by Polya in [ 1 I], where he shows that f, 
has order p, p = 2q/(2q - 1) > 1, is real on the real axis and has infinitely 
many real zeros. 
For derivatives, Professor A. Edrei has kindly pointed out that the fact 
that the final set for f, is the real axis is a consequence of an old theorem of 
his (61. Indeed, since fi has order >l, is real on the real axis, satisfies 
If(x)1 < IF exp(-tz4) dt = constant, for x real and f (2s-‘)(z) = 
((-IY/2q)f (z), Ed rei’s Theorem 2 of [4] proves that the final set is the real 
axis. We shall prove that the final set of the more general operator L = (o(D), 
with cp given by (1) off, is also the real axis. 
The functions fi given in (3) are also treated by Polya in [ 141, where he in 
particular shows that such functions have only real zeros. 
The functions f3 described in (4) constitute a class of functions discussed 
by Bruijn [3] in a major theorem which is given for reference. 
THEOREM B. Let h(t) be an entire function oft such that its derivative 
h’(t) is the uniform limit on compact subsets of a sequence of polynomials, all 
of whose roots lie on the imaginary axis. If h(t) is nonconstant, satisfies 
h(t) = h(-t), h(t) > 0 for real values oft, then the function 
G(z) = la et” exp(-h(t)) dt (8) 
-m 
has only real zeros. 
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The functions given in (2), (4) and (6) of Theorem 1 satisfy the 
hypotheses of this theorem and therefore have only real zeros. By Theorem 
A, they are also entire functions, real on the real axis, and, provided h(t) 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem A, of order <2. 
Newman investigated the functions given in (5). He determined the class 
of even nonnegative finite measures p on the real line such that. for any 
b > 0, the Fourier transform of exp(-bt2) dp(t) has only real zeros. 
THEOREM C. Let p(t) be an even, nonnegative, finite measure on the real 
line and f*(z) is defined for ,B > 0 bJl 
f,(z) = !‘I exp(izt - Pt’) dp(t). (9) 
-cc 
Then f. has on[v real zeros for every ,8 > 0 if and only $f, has one of the 
following form: 
f,(z) = K[exp(-i&z - /?ti) + exp(it,z - /3@], (10) 
for constants K > 0 and t, > 0 (t, = 0 ti f6 = constant), or 
f,(z) = .il’, exp(izt - Pt’) Kt2p 
X exP(--at4 + bt2)1 [ (1 + t*/ai) exp(-t’/ai) dt, 
k 
(11) 
where K > 0, p = 0, l,..., ak > 0, Ck (ak)-4 < co, and either a > 0 and b is 
real or a = 0 and b + xk (a,J2 > 0. 
The functions given in (10) constitute an example of a so-called balanced 
trigonometric sum (when t, > 0) and as such its final set has been given by 
Boas and Prather in 121. In particular, the final set for L = q(D), where v, is 
given by (l), is a discrete subset of the real axis (For slightly more general 
operators than those arising from functions o in (1) it does happen that the 
final set is the real axis [2]). Consequently, we restrict ourselves in (5) of 
Theorem 1 to functions of the form (11) with the further restriction that the 
zeros a, satisfy ‘& (aJ* < co and p = 0. 
The method of proof of Theorem 1 will be the use of a slight extension of 
a special version of the Laplace method for the asymptotic expansion of an 
integral given by Widder in 122, Chap. 7,Section 41. 
For derivatives it is not unusual that final sets for the functions given in 
Theorem 1 are the real axis. As those functions are real on the real axis. 
Rolle’s theorem holds for the successive derivatives. Therefore it is natural to 
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consider the distribution of the zeros of a function with respect to differen- 
tiation. 
It may be of interest to note that the change of variable from z to iz 
converts the transforms in Theorem 1 to bilateral Laplace transforms. 
Consequently, the final set for the operators q(D), with v, gives as in (l), 
with respect to these transforms is the imaginary axis. Moreover, the 
conversion formula (used in [ 191) 
(cp(@Yf(z> = MD)Yf(w), (w = log(z)), (12) 
where (o is of the form (1) with 0 = (z d/dz) and D = (d/dz), allows the 
results of Theorem 1 to be transferred to final sets for operators L = p(B) 
with respect to z-transforms G(z) = j?m z”F(t) dt or g(z) = G(iz) = 
I”, Z-‘F(t) dt. The kernel F(t) has one of the appropriate forms as given in 
(2)-(6) (in (6), ~(0) = 0). The final set for L with respect to G(g) then 
consists of a collection of rays on the Riemann surface of the logarithm for 
G whose arguments differ by integral multiples of 27r (resp. of a circular path 
on the Riemann surface of the logarithm for g). This generalizes the results 
given in 1191. 
Finally, it is perhaps true that the restrictions placed on the constants a 
and the zeros II, of (D in (2)-(5) of Theorem 1 are unnecessary. A more 
detailed analysis might allow one to remove these constraints. 
1. A FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA 
The following lemma is fundamental to our being able to obtain final set 
results. It is an adaptation of a uniform asymptotic expansion given by 
Widder [22, Chap. 7, Theorems 4a, b]. 
LEMMA 2. Assume 
(1.1) h(t) E C2 (twice continuously difSerentiable) for t E (0, b)for any 
finite b > 1, h’(1) = 0, h”(1) < 0, h(t) is nondecreasing (nonincreasing) on 
(0, 1) (rev. (Lb)). 
(1.2) (p(t) E C[O, b] (continuous), rp(t) E LIO, b] (integrable) for any 
finite b > 1. 
(1.3) Jy emhcr) [p(t)1 dt < co for some positive integer m. Then 
(1.4) j? e”h(t)p(xt) df - 2enh”‘q(x) [ +2nh”( l)] l’* as n -+ a~ uni- 
formly for x E [a’, b’ 1, where a’ > 0, b’ Q b. 
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Remark. By (1.4) is meant 
)rir (+)[ 2nh”( I)/-7c] 1’2 eCnhcl) ja enhct)fp(xt) dl = p(x) 
0 
(1.5) 
uniformly for x E [a’, 6’1. 
Proof. The main portion of the proof can be found in Widder [22, Chap. 
7, Theorems 4a, b]. Therefore we concentrate on the portion of the argument 
that deals with the extension to the infinite interval. We show that 
lim nil2 
i 
a2 
enh(‘)[fp(xt) - q(x)] dt = 0 (1.6) 
n-m 0 
uniformly for x E [a’, b’], where a’ > 0, b’ < b. For n > m and b > 1 taken 
sufficiently large, 
enhcf)[(p(xt) - p(x)] dt 
< ,1/2,~n-m)h(b) (I-7) 
Since h(b) < 0, the right-hand side tends to 0 as n -+ co. As J,” = Jt t Jr, the 
first integral also tends to 0 as n-t co by Widder’s theorems. Since 
5 “, enhc”q(x) dt N 2e”““‘cp(x)[-~/2nh”(l)]“2 as n + 00 uniformly for 
x E [a’, 6’1, where a’ > 0, b’ < b, the lemma follows. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In all the cases (2~(6) we show that the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are 
satisfied. First, note that we can writefi(z),,.,,f5(z) as cosine transforms. For 
(2), we first consider the case that q has the general form given in (1). 
Computation shows 
(W))“f,(z) i-” 
cc 
= 
I 
Pernat n (1 + t2/11:)” exp(--t2q) cos(zt) dt (2-l) 
0 ” 
at2 + In(t) + JJ ln(l + t2/A:) - (l/m)t’” n II cos(zt) dt. 
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Define h(t) by 
h(t) = at2 + In(t) + Cn ln( 1 + t’/nf) - (l/m) t2q, (2.2) 
we see that h’(t) = 0, when 2t2(a + 1/2t* + (2, l/(t” + n;> + 
(-2q/m) t2q-2) =O. By comparing the graphs of (t, t’,(t)) with (t, t,(t)), 
where e,(t) = a + l/2? + c, l/(t’ + n;> - (2q/m)) t2q-* and &2(t) = 
a - (2q/m) t*q-*, it is clear that for each positive integer m, the root of 
t,(t) = 0 (and consequently the positive root t(m) of h’(t) = 0) is larger than 
the root to t,(t) =O, or 
t(m) > (ma/2q)‘“*q-*‘. (2.3) 
Now h”(t) = 2a - l/t* +2 C,, l/(t2 + Ai) - 4t2 C, l/(t* + Ai)’ - (2q)(2q 
- 1) t2q-2/m. With (2.3) holding, we have that 
h”(t(m)) < 2a + 2 x l/[(ma/2q)“‘“-” + Ai] 
” 
- 4(ma/2q) xIn l/[(ma/2q)“‘qp’) + ,I:]* 
+ (-(2q - 1) Wm)(maPq) (2.4) 
= -(2q - 3) a + 2 x l/[(ma/2q)“‘“-” + Ai] 
n 
- 4(ma/2q) 2 l/[(ma/2q)“‘q-1’ + Ai]’ 
n 
< -(2q - 3) a t 2 2 l/&J’, 
n 
(2.5) 
which holds since the sum of the second and third terms in (2.5) is 
<2 c, 1/n; < 00. 
So, as long a a > 2(C, l/ni)/(2q - 3), h”(t(m)) < 0. 
The saddle points t(m) of h depend on m, so let r = t(m) U. Then we can 
write (2.1) as 
(@))“f,(z) i-” = 0) J” exp{mh,(u)} cos(zt(m) U) du, (2.6) 
0 
where h,(u) = h(t(m) a), h given in (2.2). Let v(u) = cos(t(m) U) and v,(u) = 
w(u/t(m)) = cos(u). We have shown that h, satisfies h’,(l) = 0, h:(l) < 0 and 
for all m sufficiently large. Also h, is strictly increasing (decreasing) for 
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u < 1 (resp. > 1) and condition (1 .l) of Lemma 2 holds. The function v,(u) 
satisfies condition (1.2). Finally, condition (1.3) is satisfied since 
,fp exp(mh,(u)) 1 vr(u)l du < Jp exp(mh,(u)) du = Jp fmemal* n, (1 t t2/Jt)m 
exp(--t2q) dt < cc for any fixed positive integer m. 
Therefore, Lemma 2 gives that 
= t(m) (” emhltu) COS(XU) du 
-0 
- 2(t(m)) emhI cos(x) [ -7r/2mh”( 1 )] ‘I2 
(2.7) 
as m + co 
uniformly for a’ <x < b’, where [a’, b’] is any compact subinterval of 
10, co). As the expansion in (2.7) involves only even functions of x, it is 
valid uniformly on any compact subinterval of (-co, co). 
Let 10, t] be any compact subinterval of (-co, co). From (2.7), the zeros 
of cos(t(m) x) in [a, r] determine the number of zeros of (~(D))“f,(x) there 
for all m sufficiently large, by Rouche’s theorem. Since cos(t(m) X) = 0 u 
x = (t(m)))’ [(2C - 1) n/2], & E Z, (2.3) shows that the zeros of cos(t(m)) 
accumulate as m -+ co, making the final set the real axis. 
We now discuss the case p(z) = z onf, , that is, the derivatives ofJ,(z). By 
computing, we see that 
flm)(z) = f joa exp[m(ln(t) - (l/m) t2”)] ] ~~~~~~~ 1 dt. 
Let h(t) = In(t) - (l/m) t2q. Then h’(t) = 0 for t > 0 when t == t(m) = 
(m/2q) “*q. Also h”(t) = - l/t’ - (l/m)(2q)(2q - 1) t2q-2 < 0 at I = t(m). 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that given above and is consequently 
omitted. In conclusion, the final set for derivatives off,(z) is the real axis. 
This gives a proof alternate to that of Edrei [4] stated earlier. 
We next prove (3). First let q have the general form in (1) and write 
i-yq(D))mf2(~) = jn Pernat rr (1 + t*/L;>m 
0 n 
x exp(--at4P + bt2p + ct*) cos(zt) dt 
=joaexp [m /ur*+ln(r)+~In(l +t’/~~) 
+ (l/m){-at”” + bt2p + CL*} !I cos(zt) dt. (2.8) 
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Define h(t) by 
h(t) = at* + In(t) + x In( 1 + t’/Af) + (l/rn)(-~~t~~ + btZp + ct2}. (2.9) 
n 
Now h’(t) = 0 when, for t > 0, 
mth’(t) = 2maf* + m + 2mt2 \’ l/(t’ + Ai) 
n 
+ (-4apt4p + 2pbtZp + 2ct*) = 0. 
Let e,(t) = (ma + c) t2 - 2apt4p +pbt2p and t,(t) = -2apt4” + (ma + c) t2. 
We first suppose that b > 0 (and will later discuss the case b < 0). For each 
positive integer m, by comparing the graphs of (t, t,(t)) with (t, t,(t)) we see 
that the positive root of t,(t) = 0 and therefore the positive root t(m) of 
h’(t) = 0 is at least as big as the positive root of e,(2) = 0. That is, 
t(m) > ((ma + c)/2~2p)“‘~~-~). (2.10) 
Now 
h”(t) = 2a - l/t2 + 2 2 l/(t’ + 1:) - 4t2 1 l/(t’ + Af)’ 
” ” 
+ (l/m)[-4p(4p - 1) at4P-2 + 2p(2p - 1) bt2p-2 + 2~1. 
By (2.10) 
h”(t(m)) < 2a - (2ap/(ma + c))“(~~-‘) 
+ 2 C l/[((ma + c)/2ap)1’(2p-‘) + Ai] 
- 4(;(ma + c)/2up))“““- ‘) 
x 2: l/[((ma + c)/2~p)“(~~-‘) + A’,]’ 
+ ;llm)[-4p(4p - 1) a((ma + c)/2up) 
+ 2p(2p - 1) b((ma + ~)/2ap)@-‘~“~~-‘) + 2c] 
= 2(a + c/m) - (2up/(ma + c))l’(zp-l) 
+ 2 C l/((ma + c)/~u~~~(~P-~) + Ai) 
” 
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- 4((ma + c)/2up)‘(*p-1) 
x 2: l/(((ma + c)/2ap)“‘2”-” + n;>* 
n 
- 2(a + c/m) + (-8~ + 2)(a + c/m) 
+ (2p(2p - 1) b/m)((ma + c)/2up)@-‘)‘(2P-‘) 
< 2 x l/n: + (-8~ + 2) a + (-8~ + 2) c/m 
+ ;2p(2p - 1) b/m)(ma + ~)/2up)~-~~~*~-” < 0 
for all m sufficiently, large, provided a > (C, 1/1:)/(4p - 1). 
When b < 0, the positive root (call it s(m)) of e,(t) = 0 tends to infinity as 
m + to. As (s(m))‘” = o((s(m)4P) as m -+ co, given a fixed 6 > 0 and small, 
for all m sufftciently large, the equation e,(t) = 0 has a root s*(m) for which 
s(m) < s*(m) = ((ma + ~)/2ap)“(~~-*) < s(m) + 6. Then, by (2.10), the 
positive root t(m) of h’(t) = 0 satisfies f(m) > s(m) > s*(m) - 6. Then as 
h E C*, the argument given above shows that h”(t(m)) < 0 for all m 
sufficiently large, provided a > (2, l/Jz)/(4p - 1). Next, let t = t(m) U. Then 
((~(D))~f,(z) can be written as i-m(e@))mf2(~) = t(m) J’F emhl(‘) 
cos(zt(m) u) du, where h,(u) = h(t(m) u), and h is given by (2.9). Let v(u) = 
cos(t(m)u) and IJI~(U) = ty(u/t(m))= cos(u). We have shown that h,(u) 
satisfies h;(u) = 0 for u = 1 and h;(u) < 0 at u = 1 for all m sufficiently 
large. Moreover h,(u) satisfies condition (1.1) of Lemma 2. The function 
w,(u) satisfies (1.2). Condition (1.3) likewise holds since 
j”,” exp(mh,(u)) du < co for every positive integer m. Therefore, using 
Lemma 2 we get 
i-“(~(D))“f2(x/t(m)) = t(m) ,fow exp(mh,(u)) cos(xu) du 
- 2t(m) emhI cos(x)[+2mh;‘( l)]“* (2.11) 
as m + co uniformly for x E [a’, b’], an arbitrary compact subinterval of 
[O, co). Since (2.11) only involves even functions of x, it is valid uniformly 
on compact subintervals of the real axis. 
Let [a, r] be any compact subinterval of the real axis. By Rouche’s 
theorem, the zeros of cos(t(m) x) in [CJ, r] determine the number of those of 
((o(D))*f,(x) in this interval for all m sufficiently large. As cos(t(m) x) = 
0 ox = (t(m))-’ [(2e - 1) n/2], e E Z, taking (2.10) into account, we get 
that the zeros of cos(t(m) x) accumulate in [a, r] as m -+ co. Consequently 
the final set for v,(D) with respect to f2 is the real axis. 
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For the other case, p(z) = z, fim) = k JF exp[mh(t)]( ~~$~j ) dt, where 
h(r) = In(t) + (l/m)[-at4a + btZp + ct’]. Then h’(t) = 1 + (l/m)[-4apt4P + 
2pbtZp + 2ct2]. Recalling that a > 0 and c > 0, we first suppose that b > 0. 
For each positive integer m, by comparing the graphs of (t, h’(t)) and 
(1, t,(t)), where C,(t) = 1 + (l/m)(--4upt4a), we get that the positive root t(m) 
of h’(t) = 0 is at least as big as the positive root of l,(t) = 0. That is, 
t(m) > (mJ4ap)“4P. 
Then h”(t(m)) = (-l/t2) + (l/m)[-4(4p - 1) at4P-2 + 2p(2p - 1) 
bt*“-* + 2c] and so (t(m))2 h”(t(m)) < -1 + (l/m)[-4p(4p - 1) a(m/4ap) 
+ 2p(2p - l)(t(m))‘” + 2c(t(m))‘l = -1 - (4p- 1) + 2p(2p- 1) 
b(t(m))2P/m + 2c(t(m))2/m < 0 for all m suf’ticiently large, since also t(m) - 
(m/4ap)““” as m + co. 
When b < 0, let e*(t) = 1 + (l/m)[-4upt4P + 2pbtZp + 2ct*). As m -+ 00, 
the positive root s(m) of t,(t) = 0 tends to infinity and since 
M4>2P = 4(44>‘“) as m + co, given a fixed 6 > 0 and small, for all m 
sufficiently large, the equation t,(t) = 0 has a root s*(m) for which 
s(m) < s*(m) = (m/4ap)“4P < s(m) f 6. Then t(m), the positive root of 
h’(t) = 0, satisfies t(m) > s(m) > s*(m) - 6. Then, as h E C2, h”@(m)) c 0 
for all m sufficiently large. The remainder of the argument is similar to the 
one given in the case of the general p(z) and is therefore omitted. In 
particular, the final set for derivatives off, is the real axis. 
Next, we prove (4). First take p having the general form in (1). 
Computation shows 
i-“‘MD)Y’f&) = j 4 tm exp(mat*) I I (1 + t”/Ai)m 
0 n 
x exp -eaf2 I-1 (1 + t2/a;) 
k I cos(zt) dt (2.12) 
= I m exp [ m/z(t)] cos(zt) dt, 0 
where h(t) is defined by 
h(t) = at’ + In(t) + x ln( 1 + P/A:) - (l/m) eUf2 1 1 (1 + t2/a:>. 
n k 
Next, 
h’(t) = 2at + (l/t) f 2t z I/(t* + Ai) 
” 
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AS 
\“- 2t/(t2 + u:) n (1 + t*/a;>, 
k:l 1 k 
we see that W&‘(C) = 0 when 
2mat2 + m + 2mt* \‘ l/(t’ + kf) - 2t2ea@ 
” 
l/(t* + ai)) jJ (1 + t*/a:) 
- 2ut2eat* 1 1 (1 + t2/a$ = 0, 
k 
or when 
2t2 ma + (m/2t2) + m \‘ I/(t* + Ai) 
n 
- ear2 1 1 (1 + t*/u:) = 0. 
k I 
a + y l/(t’ + ~2:) 
II 
Let 
t,(t) = m 
( 
a + \‘ l/(t* + I.:) 
1 
- ea’* ,Jil + t*/Gi> [ a + ; 1/(t2 + a:> 1 
and 
e,(t)=m (a+; l/A:) 
-exp (a+: l/U:)f’ [Q+y 1/u:]. 
For each positive integer m, by comparing the graphs of (t, h’(t)), (t, e,(t)) 
and (t, P2(t)) we see that the positive root f(m) of h’(t) = 0 is greater than the 
positive root r(m) of e3(t) = 0. That is, 
t(m)>r(m)= [In /rn (a+~l,i:)/(u+~1,uI)~/(u+~1/ut~)]”2 
(2.14) 
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Now 
m/z”(t) = 2ma - (m/t*) + 2m x l/(t2 + Ai) - 4mt2 x l/(t’ + Ai)’ 
” n 
-[ 
I 
2tear2 11 (1 + t*/& 
k II a + ; l/Q2 + a:) !  
+ 2& 1 1 (1 + t2/a:> 
k I 
2t 1 l/Q’ + a:)* . 
I 
(2.15) 
k 
Computation shows that 
1 I 
2tear2 I I (1 + t2/a$ 
k 
= 2e”” 1 I (1 + t2/a:) 1 + 2at2 + 2t2 y l/(t* + cz:) , 
k 1 
We therefore write (2.15) as 
mh”(t) = 2ma - (m/t*) + 2m x l/(t’ + Ai) - 4mt2 x l/(t’ + Ai)’ 
” R 
- &p 
I 
a + x l/Q’ + a:> 
k I 
x rl (1 + t2/a:> 
[ 
1 + 2at* + 2t2 x I/@’ + ~2:) 
k k 1 (2.16) 
+ 4t2eat* fl (1 + t*/a:) x l/(t’ + ai) 
k k 
= 2ma - (m/l’) + 2m x l/(2* -t Ai) - 4mt2 x l/(t’ + Ai)’ 
n 
- eat* r-1 (1 + t*/ai) 2~ + 4a2t2 + 
k 
Using the inequalities -4m 2, I((? + 1:) < 0, nk (1 + ?/al) > 1, 2a + 
b2t2 + {2 + Sat*}(~, l/(t’ + ai)) > 4a2t2 and (2.14) we get 
mh”(t(m)) < 2m a + x l/l: - 4a’(r(m))* exp(a(r(m))‘). (2.17) 
n 
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Now, for m sufftciently large, the above sum is ~0, since, as a is positive, 
the second term in (2.17) is asymptotic to (as m + co) 
and thus the sum on the right hand side of (2.17) can be made negative for 
sufficiently large m. Consequently h”(t(m)) < 0 for all m sufficiently large. 
The saddle points f(m) depend on m, so let t = f(m) U. Then we can write 
(2.12) as 
i-“(q~(D))“f~(z) = t(m) jrn emhI cos(zt(m) u) du, 
0 
(2.18) 
where h,(u) = h(t(m) u), and h is given by (2.13). Thus we have shown that 
h,(u) satisfies h;(u)= 0 for u = 1 and h;(u) < 0 at u = 1 for all m 
sufficiently large. Also h,(u) is strictly increasing (decreasing) for u < 1 
(resp. u > 1). Thus, (1.1) of Lemma 2 holds. By letting v(u) = cos(t(m) u) 
and vl@> = wWW> = cos u ( 1, we see that v/1 satisfies (1.2) of Lemma 2. 
Finally, (1.3) also holds since l,” emhI ] y/,(u)] du < j: emhltu) du < a, for 
every positive integer m. Therefore, by Lemma 2, 
i-“(tp(D))“f,(x/t(m)) = t(m) ,fom em*@) cos(xu) du 
- 2t(m) emhI cos(x)[-n/2mh;l(l)]“* 
as m + co, uniformly for x E [a’, b’], any arbitrary compact subinterval of 
10, 00). Since expansion (2.19) involves only even funtions of x, it is 
uniformly valid on compact subintervals of the real axis. 
Let [a, r] be any compact subinterval of the real axis. From (2.19), 
Rouche’s Theorem gives that the zeros of cos(t(m) x) in [a, r] determine the 
number of zeros of (~(D))~f,(x) there for all m sufficiently large. Taking 
into account (2.14), the zeros of cos(t(m) x) accumulate in [u, r] as m -+ co. 
Therefore the final set for p(D) with respect to& is the real axis. 
For the case o(z) = z in (l), then&(z) satisfies 
where 
h(t) = In(t) - (l/m) eO’* Q (1 + t2/a:>. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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Then h’(t) = (l/t) - (l/m)[e”“[~, (1 + t*/a~)]’ + 2uteat’ nk (1 + t*/aj!)]. 
As [nk (1 + t*/a:)]’ = (2t Ck l/(t’ + a:)) I& (1 + t*/u:), substitution gives 
h’(t) = (l/t) - ( l/m)[eat2(2t Ck l/(t’ + a:)) + 2uteatz] nk (1 + t*/ui), noting 
the inequalities nk (1 + t*/u:) < exp((C, l/u:) t*), t* < et*, and 
(a + Ck W’ + 4)) < (a + Ck v-4~ we find by comparing the graphs of 
(t, mth’(t)) and (t, t(t)), w h ere t’(t) = m - 2 exp(3(u + Ck l/a$ t*), that for 
each positive integer m, the positive root t(m) of h’(t) = 0 is larger than the 
positive root of t(t) = 0. That is, 
t(m) > ln(m/2)/3 [ (u +; l/u:)]‘i2. (2.22) 
On the other hand, since m/z’(t) = m/t - eat’ nk (1 + t*/u:) { 2t Ck l/Q* + 
a:) + 2at}, JJk (1 + t*/u:) > 1 for t > 0 and 2u + 2 Ck l/(t* + u:) > a, by 
comparing the graphs of (t, mh’(t)/t) and (t, L(t)), where L(t) = m - aeat’, 
for m sufficiently large, we get that the positive root t(m) of h’(t) = 0 is 
smaller than the positive root of L(t) = 0. That is, 
t(m) < [ln(m/a)/a]“*. (2.23) 
Next, 
m/f’(t) = -m/t* - 
cc 
2eut2 II (1 + P/U:) U + 5‘ 1/(t’ + u: 
k f 
- 2eat2 n (1 + t*/ui) t 1 (1 t t*/U:)) + U . 
k [i k )I’ 
But 
1 
I 
2eat2 n (1 + t*/u:) = 4teat2 JJ (1 + t*/u:) a + x l/(t* + a:) 
k k k I 
and 
c (l/p2 + u: 
k 
1/(t2 + a:) - 2t2 c l/(t’ + u$’ 
k 
Substitution yields 
mh”(t) = -m/t’ - eat* IJ (1 + t’/u:) [ 4t2 (a + F l/(t’ + ui,) * 
- u + ; l/(t’ + u:) - 2t2 c 1/(t” + u:)” HI . (2.24) k 
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Using the inequalities (a + Ck l/(t’ + a:))* > a’, 2(a + Ck l/(t’ + a:)) > 
2a and JJk (1 + t2/al) > 1 for t > 0, we get that h”(t) < -e”*[2t2(2u2 - 
Ck l/(t2 + a:)) + 2u]/m. Taking into account (2.22) and (2.23), that is 
t(m) - N((ln m))“’ as m -+ co, for N a constant, we obtain 
h”(t(m)) 
< - 
( 
exp(uN2 ln(m)/m) 2u + 2N In(m) 
[ 
2u2 - y l/(N’ In(m) + u:) 
= -(maN2/m) [ 2u t 2N In(m) 
[ 
2~2’ - y 1/(N2 In(m) t a:) II 
<o when a > [ (+) T I/u:]“2. (2.25) 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of the other case and therefore 
is omitted. In summary, the final set for derivatives off, is the real axis. 
We next prove (5). As usual we first consider the case that ~1 has the 
general form given in (1). We find that 
J 
-a, 
= ppt* n (1 + t*/ny 
0 n 
[ exp ( --at4 - (P t b t y l/a:) t2) ] 
x Ik[ (1 t r2/u:> cos(zt> dt 
*cc 
=I e mh(r) cos(zt) dt, 
“0 
(2.26) 
where 
h(f) = at* t In(t) + 1 ln( 1 t t’/Li) 
n 
(2.27) 
t (l/m) p t b t y l/u: )I + y ln(1 + P/u:) . I 
Then th’(t) = 0 when 
2t2 
[ 
a t (l/2?) + y l/(t’ t Ai) 
n 
p + b + y l/u: + x l/(t’ t u:) := 0. 
k 11 
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Let 
e,(t) = a + x l/(t’ + n;> + (l/m) 
n 
x - 2at’ + y l/(t’ + u,$ 
k 1 
and e,(t) = 01 + (l/m)[-@ + b + xk l/a:) - 2d]. Since (P+b+ 
Ck l/a:) > 0 from (5), a comparison of the graphs of (t, h’(t)), (t, e,(t)) and 
(t, e,(t)) reveals that for each positive integer m, the positive root of e,(t) 
(and therefore t(m) of h’(t)) is larger than the positive root of e,(t) = 0. That 
is, 
44 > 
ma - @+ b + Ck l/a:) 
2a 
(2.28) 
Next, 
m/z”(t) = 2ma + 2m 1 l/(t’ + Ai) - (m/t’) - 4mt’) - 4mt2 x 1 (t2 + Ai)’ 
n 
+ /3 + b + y l/a: + 2 x I&’ + u:) 
k 
- 4t2 T l/Q’ + u;)’ . 
1 
From inequalities (2.28), 
2m x l/(t’ t Ai) - 4t2 x l/(t’ t 1:)’ < 2m 2 l/n’,, 
n n n 
2 c l/Q2 t a:> - 4t2 2 l/(t’ + ai)2 < 2 c 1/u:, 
k k k 
we get that 
mh”(t(m)) < 2ma - 12a(ma/2a) + 2 p + b + 1 l/a: 
k 
t 2m 1 l/n: t 2 x l/a: 
n k 
=2m -2a tx I/A: t 2 
[ I ( 
j?+ b t 2x l/a: . 
n k 
As long as a > (4) C,, l/(&J’, f or all m sufficiently large, mh”(t(m)) < 0. 
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Let f = t(m) U. Then we can write (2.26) as 
i-m(q(D))mf&) = t(m) jm emhI cos(zt(m) u) du, 
0 
(2.29) 
where h,(u) = h(t(m) U) with h given by (2.27). Letting v(u) = cos(f(m) U) 
and I,u,(u) = w(u/t(m)) = cos(u), we have seen that h,(u) satisfies (1.1) of 
Lemma 2 relative to u = 1 for all m sufficiently large. Moreover or 
satisfies (1.2), and (1.3) holds since sp emhI 1 y/,(u)] du < IF emhI du < co 
for any positive integer m. By Lemma 2, 
= t(m) co emhI cos(xu) du 
I 0 
(2.30) 
N 2(t(m)) emhI cos(x)[-7r/2mh:‘( l)] “*, as m+oo 
uniformly for x E [a’, b’], an arbitrary compact subinterval of [0, co). Since 
(2.30) involves only even functions of x, it is uniformly valid on an arbitrary 
compact subinterval of the real axis. Letting [c, 71 denote any such subin- 
terval, Rouche’s Theorem and (2.30) imply that the zeros of cos(t(m) x) in 
[a, 71 determine the number of those of (~)(D))~f~(x) in [a, 71 for all m 
sufticiently large. By (2.28), the zeros of cos(t(m)x) accumulate in [u, 71 as 
m -+ co. Therefore the final set of o(D) with respect tof4(z) is the real axis. 
For the other case take v(z) = z. We write 
(2.3 1) 
where 
h(t) = In(t) + (I/m) [ --at4 + (/3 + b + y l/a: t* + 2 ln(l + [*/a:) . 
k I 
(2.32) 
Then mth’(t) = m + [-4at4 + 2CJ3 + b + JJ,(l/a:) t* + 2t2 Ck I/(t’ + ~$1. 
We compare the graphs of (t, mth’(t)) and (1, e,(t)), where e,(t) = 
-4ut4 + 2Cg + b + Ck l/a:) t* + m and conclude that for each positive 
integer m, the positive root f(m) of h’(t) = 0 is larger than the positive root 
s(m) of e,(t) = 0. That is, 
4m) > s(m) = [ 2 (P + b + T l/a:) 
)’ + 16ma]vl8a] I’*. (2.33) 
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Now, m/t’(t) = -m/t’ + [-12at2 t 2@ + b + & l/a;) t 2 xk l/(t’ t u;) - 
4t2 Ck l/(t’ + a:)*]. As the sum of the last two term is <2 Ck l/a:, using 
(2.33), we get that 
mh”(t(m)) 
< -12a(t(m))* + 2 (/3 + b + y l/u;) $ 2; l/u: 
= -12u(t(m))2 t 2@ t b) t 4 ; l/u; 
+ 2@ t b) t 4 y l/u: 
l/u: t 4 
I[( 
P+b+x +k 
k 
q2+ 16my2] 
t 2(/3 t b) t 4 y l/u: < 0 
for all m = m(P) sufficiently large, since /3 is real. The rest of the argument is 
similar to that of the other case and is consequently omitted. In conclusion, 
we get that the final set for derivatives of&(z) is the real axis. 
Finally, we prove (6). Now 
f\“‘(z) = + jrn tm exp(-A cash(t)) 
0 
dt 
(2.34) 
= f mPW> - G/m) coW>l dt 
Define h(t) by 
h(t) = In(t) - (A/m) cash(t). (2.35) 
Then M(t) = 1 A (l/m)(e’ - em’)/2 = 0, when ezr - 1 = (2m/L)e’. For each 
integer m, the positive root t(m) of this equation is 
t(m) = ln[(2m/L) t ((4m*/L) t 4)“2]. (2.36) 
Then h”(t) = -l/t’ - @/m)(e’ + eC’)/2 and thus at t(m), h”(t(m)) = 
-lMm>>‘- Wm)[2-‘(wW)) + exp(-Mm>>>>1 < 0. 
The saddle points depend on m, so let t = t(m)u. Then we can write (2.34) 
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as f!“‘(z) = it(m) JF exp(mh,(u)){ ~~(zt(m)u)} du, where h,(u) = h(t(m)u) 
with h given by (2.35). By taking w(u) = { ‘,~~(t(m)u)} and wl(u) = 
w(ul+)> = 1 ‘,E (u)b we have seen that h;(u) = 0 when u = 1 and h”(u) < 0 
for u = 1. Moreover h,(u) satisfies (1.1) of Lemma 2 relative to u := 1. The 
function w,(u) satisfies (1.2) and (1.3) holds since 
i 
O” emhlcu) 1 yI(u)l du ,< 1” emhl(‘) du < 03 
0 0 
for every positive integer m. By Lemma 2, 
f~“‘(x/t(m)) = &t(m) ,fm emhlcu) /I;: (xu) 1 du 
0 
- *2t(m) emhI [-7r/2mh;( I)] 1’2 
uniformly for x E [a’, 6’1, an arbitrary compact subinterval of [0, co). Let 
lo, t] be any compact subinterval of the real axis, Rouche’s theorem and 
(2.37) imply that the zeros of { $‘,f(xt(m))} in [o, z] determine the number of 
those of f~“‘(x) for all m sufficiently large. By (2.36), the zeros of 
( ‘,yi }(xt(m)) accumulate in [a, 51 as m + co. Therefore, the final set for 
derivatives off,(z) is the real axis. 
Remark. The author has unsuccessfully attempted to prove that the final 
set for the operator L = q(D), where v, has the general form given in (1) on 
functions f, is the real axis. In the analysis one needs the real solutions to the 
equations -(2am/i) if = sin(&), for each m = 1,2,3,.... Hardy [8] gave the 
asymptotic location of these roots. In particular, for each m, the real root is 
asymptotic to ln(2ma/A). The author has been unable to show that all the 
conditions of (1.3) of Lemma 2 are satisfied. Nevertheless, example (6) and 
examples similar to this given in ]3] warrant further study. 
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